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On the Eigenvectors

of a Finite-Difference Approximation

to the Sturm-Liouville Eigenvalue Problem

By Eckart Gekeler

Abstract.   This paper is concerned with a centered finite-difference approximation to

to the nonselfadjoint Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problem

L[u] = - [a(x)ux]x - b(x)ux + c(x)u = Kit,       0 < x < 1,

u(0) = u(l) = 0.

It is shown that the eigenvectors   W     of the  M X Af-matrix   (Ax = l/(M +1)  mesh

size), which approximates   L, are bounded in the maximum norm independent of M

if they are normalized so that   \W l2 = 1.

1. Introduction.  The present paper is concerned with the nonselfadjoint problem

- [a(x)ux]x - b(x)ux + c(x)u = \u,      0 < x < 1,

u(0) = «(1) = 0,

where a(x) > a > 0, c(x) > 0, and a, b, c  are all bounded and smooth functions.

This problem has an infinite sequence of positive and distinct eigenvalues 0 < X, <

X2 < X3 < • • •   and a corresponding sequence of smooth eigenfunctions ul,u2,u3,- • •

(see, for instance Protter-Weinberger [10, p. 37] and Coddington-Levinson [4, p. 212]).

Following Courant-Hilbert [5, p. 334], the eigenfunctions up   are uniformly bounded

in the supremum norm if they are normalized so that

j1o\UP(x)\2dx= 1,      p=l, 2, 3, •••.

Of course, by the well-known transformation

(2) u(x) = exp (-fc/*|$  dt)w(x)

(I) may be put in the selfadjoint form
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- [a(x)wx]x + c"(x)w = Xw,      0 < x < 1,

W(0) = W(l) = 0,

where

F(x) = c(x) + mx(x) + V4b2(x)/a(x).

Here, in order to obtain  í~(x) > 0, we have to make a restricting assumption on bx.

Therefore, we choose the direct approximation of (1) by means of the finite-difference

equations

ak + l/2^k+ l-Vk)-ak-l/2ÍVk-Vk-l) Vk+l~Vk-l    ,
-—2-h- + ckuk = Avk,

Ax lAx

(3) k=l,~-,M,

vo = vm+i= 0,

where MEN,  Ax = l/(M +1), and  vk = v(kAx).  Equivalently, we may write (3)

in matrix-vector notation

(3') LV=AV,

where   V = (u,, • • • , vM)T  and the matrix  L  may be easily derived from (3).

Let   \b(x)\ < ß  and  0 < Ax < la/ß.  Then the matrix L  is equivalent to a real

symmetric matrix (see Carasso [2]).   Using this fact and Theorem 1.8 of Varga [11],

it can be shown that all eigenvalues  Ap   of (3) are real and positive,  0 < At < A2 <

A3 < • • • < AM, and there exists a complete sequence of corresponding eigenvectors

Vp.   A result of Carasso [2, Corollary 1] says that there exist a constant  K  and an

integer p0, both independent of M, such that

\VpL=    max    \VP\<Kp1'2,      pQ<p<M,
Kk<M       K of'

if

M

\Vp\2=Ax-£  \vp\2 = 1.
k=\

In the selfadjoint case, this result goes back to Bückner [1].  In this paper, we prove

the following theorem:

Theorem.   Let a(x) > a> 0 and c(x) > 0,  0<x<l. Assume that a,b,

and  c are differentiable bounded functions with bounded derivatives.   Let   \b(x)\ < j3.

Let  0 < Ax < a/j3 and let   {Vp}M=i   be the eigenvectors of (3), normalized so that

\Vp\2 = 1.  Then

\VpL<K,      p = l,---,M,

for some constant  k  independent of M.
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Remark 1. In the case of the equation uxx = Xu, this result may be proved by

explicit computation of the eigenvectors   Vp   (see Isaacson-Keller [9, 9.1.1]).

Applications of the Theorem to the theory of finite-difference approximations to

parabolic and hyperbolic partial differential equations are given in [3], [7], [8].

2. Proof of the Theorem.  Instead of L, we consider, as in [2], the eigenvectors

D~l Vp   of the similar matrix D~lLD  defined below.   But, in contrast to Carasso [2],

who uses a discrete maximum principle for his estimation, we then transpose the proof

of Courant-Hilbert [5, p. 334] to the resulting discrete problem.

The following basic results are needed.

Lemma 1 (Carasso[2,Lemma 1], [3, Lemma 3.1]). Let £> = (£?,,••• ,dM)

be the diagonal matrix with

,   ,  ,    r'f¿flfc+i/2-*fc+iA*/2ii/2  .
dy = \,    d¡ = +     T-■—       ,    t = 2,-",M.

fc=i a7c+i/2 +bkAx/l    J

For 0 < Ax < 2a/j3, we have d¡ > 0 and

\dl<kx,     |zr1L</c2

for constants  k1, k2  independent of M.  Furthermore, D~lLD = (P + Q)/Ax2 where

P = (Pik)i,k=i,---,M>

Pik = (Pk+H2+Pk-l/2)>        '»*•

= - Pk+i/2, i = k + I,

= — p¡+ j^2, k = i + 1,

= 0, otherwise,

P*+i/a = («*+i/a ~bk+ iA*/2)'/2K+1/2 +bkAx/2yi2,

and  Q = (q y, • • • , qM)  is the diagonal matrix with

Ik =(ak+i/2+ ak-i 12) ~(Pk+1/2+ Pk-i 12) + Ax2ck-

Remark 2.  The change of variables   V = DW is a discrete analog to (2)   [2].

Lemma 2 (Carasso   [2, Theorem 1]).   Let Ap, Vp  be the characteristic

pairs of the matrix L with   \VP\2 = 1. Let up  be an eigenfunction of (1) cor-

responding to  X    and let   Up  be the vector of dimension M obtained from  up  by

mesh-point evaluation.  Assume up  normalized so that   \D~lUp\2 = \D~1VP\2, then,

as Ax —► 0, we have

(4) |X   - A I < K3(p)Ax2,      [U"-VP\2< K4(p)Ax2,
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where  k3, k4  are positive constants depending only on  p.

In the selfadjoint case, Lemma 2 was proved by Gary [6].

Remark 3. The estimation (4) implies   \UP - Vp\„ < /c4(p)Ax3/2.

Lemma 3. Let

i

C,(W)= £   \-Pk+i/2(wk-wk+i)-pk_1¡2(wk-wk_l)]qkwklAx2.
7c=l

77ie77, under the assumptions of the Theorem,

Cl(Wp) = -qlpl+l/2wp+lwplAx2 + 0(1),      1= I,--- ,M,

where   Wp = D~l Vp  and  0(1) denotes a function which has a bound independent

of M.

Proof.   We show at first that   \qklAx2\ < ks   independently of M.   To this

end, it suffices to consider ak+l,2 ~Pk+l¡2-   By means of the binomial theorem, we

obtain

ak+l/2 ~ Pk+l/2

I     bk+1Ax \ I        bkAx \

Inserting bk+l = bk + 0(Ax), we find that

(5) ak+i/2-Pk+i/2 = 0(Ax2).

Now, since  wp = 0,

C¿Wp) = -qlPl+ll2wp+iwplAx2

+ ¿  — (Pfc+i/a -P*-i/aKw* + Ë    fc + 1 2       Pk+i/2<+x<-
7c=i Ax2 *=i       Ax2

But, by the mean value theorem, we have pk + l ~ Pk — 0(Ax) and

(qk+l -qk)/Ax2 = 0(Ax).  Hence, using Schwarz's inequality and   |Ifp|2 < «6, we

obtain the desired result.

Now, according to Lemma 1, it suffices to prove the Theorem for the eigenvectors

Wp = D~l Vp  of the matrix  (P + Q)/Ax2  which also has the eigenvalues  Ap. We

multiply the kth row of

(l/Ax2)(P + Q)Wp = ApWp

by
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Pk+ri2ÍK~wPk+x)-Pk-M2H-wPk-x)

and obtain, by adding all rows from   k = 1   to   k = I,

ki/2(w?-<+1)n'

977

Ax
+ C,(WP)

(6)

+ ApP;+1/X+1<-ApA* £ Px(l>pwp =
/t=i

Pi/aK-<)
-|2

Ax

where (/c - l/2)Ax < %k < (k + l/2)Ax. In order to eliminate the term on the right

side of (6), we sum up Eqs. (6) for 1=1 to I = M, add (p1/2(wp - wp)/Ax)2 to

both sides, and divide by M + 1 = 1/Ax   Then

Pi/a«-<)

-12

Ax

M

AxjT
7=0

Pi+i/aK+i_wf)'

Ax

(7)

M

+ Ax£c,(lVp)

I
7=1

+ ApAx £ pl+. ¡2wp+ lWp - ApAx2 £   £ />,(£»'

7=1

M       I

7=1    fc=l

But

(8) 0<a/2<p/+1/2</<7     (K7>1)

if 0 < Ax < a/ß.  Thus, using the fundamental relation

M

£ p,+i,2<y*,+i-"i)2 = wTPw
7=0

(w0 = wM+1 = 0), we derive

M

Ax£
7=0

Pi+i/aK+i-*?)
Ax

<Ax/<7(lVp)7>It/p/Ax2

Ax/<7(lVp)r(/> + 0H/p/Ax2 - Ax/c7 ¿ q,wpwp/Ax
M

£<
7=1

< AxK7A/,(K*')rH'p + K5K7Ax(lVp)7,IVp = K7Ap + ksk7,

since |c7;/Ax2|<ks independently of M and |1VP|2 = 1. Hence, applying Schwarz's

inequality, we find from (7) by means of the assumption and Lemma 3 that

[Pll2(wp-wp)/Ax]2<KsAp+K9.
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From this estimation, Eq. (6), and Lemma 3, we deduce that

(Ap -q,lAx2)pl+1/2wp+lwp<Kl0Ap +Kn.

Consequently, observing (8), we obtain, in case  A   > k5, that

(9) <+i<<«i2.      l=l,---,M,

for some constant  k12   independent of M   For  A   < « s, the assertion of the Theorem

follows by Lemma 2, Remark 3.

Finally, we return once more to Eq. (6).  The above estimation yields

la

/=!,••• ,M,
P7+l/2«+l  -Wf)

Ax
<K13Ap  + K14>

or, using (9),

hvfl2 < kfl2 + kf+1|2 = (wp+l -wp)2 + lwpwp+l

12
Ax'

PJ+l/2 I

¿>7+l/2«+l  "O

Ax
+ lwp+lwp

M.<Ax2(KlsAp+K16) + Kll=K, 1=1, •

Hence, max1< <M{\WP\00} is bounded independently of M.
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